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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0019202A1] 1. Folding device for a rotary printing machine, for producing folded products, having a cutting cylinder (1), a spiking-pin and
folding blade cylinder (2) and abutting this spiking-pin and folding blade cylinder (2), a folding-jaw cylinder, which is designed as a folding blade
and folding-jaw cylinder (3) and is followed by a folding-jaw and gripper cylinder (4), the cutting cylinder (1) having two knife bars with cutting knives
(11) and the spiking-pin and folding blade cylinder (2) having three folding balde systems (21) and three spiking-pin systems (22), characterised
in that the folding blade and folding-jaw cylinder (3) comprises two folding-jaw systems (31) and two folding blade systems (32), and the folding-
jaw and gripper cylinder (4) comprises two folding-jaw systems (41) and two gripper systems (42), in that there are also procided on the spiking-
pin and folding blade cylinder (2), which is immediately adjacent to the cutting cylinder (1) and whose folding blade systems are designed to be
pivotable and respectively displaceable along the periphery of the cylinder, three spiking-pin covers (23) and in each case one controllable cover
cam element for putting each second spiking-pin system (22) and folding blade system (21) out of operation, and in that a disengageable folding
blade system (32) is formed in the folding blade and folding-jaw cylinder (3), whilst one of the knife bars (11) in the cutting cylinder (1) is releasable
or disengageable.
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